
At their cottage in Tring, Hertfordshire, John and Margaret Noakes  
have built up a collection of choice snowdrops, and much more besides, 
in an informal garden that encompasses an old churchyard
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O L D  C H U R C H 
C O T TA G E

Large clumps of 
Cyclamen and 
snowdrops cover the 
ground below a leaning 
damson tree.
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I n john and margaret noakes’ garden 
in Hertfordshire, a range of rare and 
wonderful snowdrops covers the ground 
with flowers as late winter steadily turns 
into early spring. But the snowdrops are 

just the overture to the performance, as a chorus of 
other early flowers soon joins the show – Cyclamen, 
Iris, winter aconites – followed by daffodils and 
fritilliaries, before a selection of summer- and 
autumn-flowering bulbs, too. “This garden isn’t just 
for snowdrops,” John is keen to point out.

Nevertheless, at this time of year, the couple’s 
collection of snowdrops can’t help but shine, as 60 
or so different cultivars come into bloom. “It just 
happened,” says John, of their passion for these 
delicate plants. “We started off with a few and then 
became aware of the differences between them.  
I wouldn’t say I was a fanatical galanthophile but 
I became very friendly with Wol Staines at Glen 
Chantry, in Essex, and received some snowdrops 

Top Large half-barrels  
of bulbs are dotted 
throughout the garden, 
as well as drifts of bulbs 
in informal borders. 
Above John Noakes. 
Right Parts of the 
cottage date to 1640, 
while old headstones 
from the churchyard 
form part of the garden.
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from him, and it has just slowly evolved. There 
wasn’t one seminal moment when I decided 
‘Right, I’m going to be a galanthophile’,” he 
says. “On the whole, snowdrops are easy to grow 
if you’ve got reasonable soil, and they bulk up 
pretty quickly – after three years you lift and 
divide the clump and spread them around.”

The snowdrops stretch throughout this 
informal garden, which wraps around an old 
thatched cottage, some parts of which date to 
1640. John, a retired general practitioner, and 
his wife, Margaret, a retired health visitor and 
magistrate, have lived here for 20 years. “When 
we arrived it was a bit of a wilderness,” he says. 
“There were old fruit trees, but nothing of any 
importance, and two trees we did retain: one very 
ancient damson which leans over at 45 degrees 
and has to be propped up, and a big Magnolia x 
soulangeana. It is not the best one in the world, 
but it was here and it would have taken a long 
time for another one to get to the same size.”

At around 50m long and 15m wide, this isn’t a 
large garden, but a series of criss-crossing paths 
and beds that John has shaped and contoured 
over the years blurs boundaries and makes it feel 
larger than it is – the paths go in “all sorts of funny 
directions”, John says, who preferred to let the 
garden’s layout evolve as it went 
along, rather than working to a 
formal masterplan. On one side, the 
garden merges with an old, disused 
churchyard, with no formal division 
to mark where the Noakes’ plot ends 
and the parish of Long Marston’s 
land begins. “The church doesn’t 
do anything to it, so a neighbour 

and I look after it,” John explains. “We don’t want 
to make it too manicured, but I mow it and grow 
some snowdrops there.” It is a haven for wildlife, 
John explains, with its established yew trees hosting 

goldcrests and owls, while weathered 
headstones lean below them. Only 
the old Norman tower remains of the 
church, restored after fund raising. 
“That our garden merges into the 
churchyard is rather a nice feature,” 
John says. “I don’t have to do it, but 
while I’m still reasonably fit I do my 
best to keep an eye on it. I’ve got a big 

Above The simple 
beauty of Galanthus 
nivalis, emerging 
through Cyclamen coum. 
Below, clockwise from 
right Large-flowered 
Galanthus ‘S. Arnott’; 
green-streaked Eranthis 
‘Grünling’; perfumed 
Daphne bholua.
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SNOWDROPS AT OLD CHURCH COTTAGE
Rare and collectable varieties form part of John and Margaret’s large Galanthus collection

‘DIGGORY’
Puffy outer petals give this snowdrop’s 
flowers an unusual rounded shape, 
easily marking it out from the crowd. 

‘ROSEMARY BURNHAM’
A sought-after virescent snowdrop with 
green outer petals and inner segments 
strongly marked with emerald green.

‘WASP’
Distinctive flowers have elongated 
pendant outer petals, with a long pedicel 
that makes them bob in the breeze.

‘VIRIDAPICE’
An old variety that dates from the 1920s 
with green-tipped outer segments that 
look like they have been painted.

‘WALRUS’
Narrow outer segments flare outwards, 
stained green at the tips, and sheltering 
a frill of much shorter inner petals.

‘TRUMPS’
Known for the strong V-shaped mark on 
the inner segment, and corresponding 
splash of green on the outer petals.

‘SPINDLESTONE SURPRISE’
A strong, vigorous yellow hybrid. The 
ovary is pure yellow, while the inner 
segments have a small splash at the tips.

‘BLEWBURY TART’
Flowers are crammed with petals, 
heavily marked with green, made easier 
to see because of their unusual angle.

‘SOUTH HAYES’
This variety boasts bold green markings 
on the outer segments, which flare 
outwards like a pagoda.
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challenge trying to find plants to grow under the yew 
trees – they’re such soil robbers – but there are one or 
two things that thrive.”

The snowdrops certainly do, alongside masses 
of vibrant magenta-flowered Cyclamen coum and 
the golden goblets of winter aconites, including the 
green-streaked variety ‘Grünling’. There are lots 
of early irises, too – Iris histrioides ‘Lady Beatrix 
Stanley’ and ‘Katharine Hodgkin’, for example – 
and chalice-shaped Crocus, below an upper storey 
of fragrant witch hazels and Daphne bholua: “A 
beautiful evergreen with fantastic scent,” John says. 
After this come daffodils and fritillaries, such as the 
snake’s head fritillary (Fritillaria meleagris) green- 
and maroon-coloured F. acmopetala, and the lime 
lanterns of F. pallidiflora.

There weren’t that many Cyclamen to start with, 
but gradually colonies of them have 
spread across the garden. “It’s all to 
do with ants,” John says. “After the 
flowers have finished the seed capsule 
spirals down to the ground. The ants 
love the jelly-like material the seeds 
are coated in so they carry them off 
and when they’ve demolished the jelly 
they drop the seed – they pop up in all 

sorts of places.” Together with the leaves of autumn-
flowering Cyclamen hederifolium, their patterned 
foliage provides decorative ground cover. More grow 
in large wooden half-barrels, or puncheons.

“I lost a number of tree peonies to honey fungus, 
and thought that I would grow their replacements 
in tubs, with snowdrops as well. And as I’ve got 
older and bending down is getting harder, it raises 
the snowdrops so you can appreciate them. You 
do have to get underneath them to look at them, 
especially when you pay so much money for a flower 
with an extra stripe or tiny dot.” The large barrels 
hold enough soil to keep plants going and retain 
enough moisture to limit the need for watering, 
John explains. “I have a number of them around the 
garden – a tubbery, not a shrubbery.”

John attributes his appreciation of the plant 
world’s more delicate inhabitants to 
time spent rock climbing in Scotland 
and the Alps. “I used to stand around 
waiting to do the next climb and 
there would be beautiful plants 
around me, all these little jewels, 
and I thought ‘here I am shinning up 
rocks when it would be much more 
interesting to discover these plants’.” 

Top Choice snowdrop, 
Galanthus ‘Wasp’ thrives 
in one of John’s large 
wooden half-barrels. 
Middle Scoliopus 
bigelowii, a rare bulb 
from the lily family. 
Bottom Vibrant blue Iris 
‘Lady Beatrix Stanley’ 
reliably flowers early.
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buckthorn for brimstones. “That’s the 
advantage of the wild area we have next to 
us – we can have these plants there so they 
don’t take over the garden,” John says. 

Besides preparing for their snowdrop  
open days for the National Garden Scheme 
– with mulled wine and shortbread baked by 
Margaret – this time of year is a good time 
to assess the garden, John finds. “When the 
trees are skeletal and bare of leaves, it gives 
you a much better idea. I’m into a big project 

at the end of the garden at the moment: a friend is 
helping me try to reclaim an area infested by Vinca.”

“Gardening is a form of looking to the future all 
the time and regenerating things,” he adds. “I often 
think is it worth sowing seeds, is it worth planting 
these shrubs, but yes, I think it is. When you’ve gone, 
these trees are still going to be here for other people, 
our grandchildren. Because of that, on the whole,  
I think gardening keeps you young.” n

Open for the National Garden Scheme on 24 and 
25 February, 11.30am-3pm. Old Church Cottage, 
Chapel Lane, Long Marston, Tring, Hertfordshire 
HP23 4QT. For further details, see ngs.org.uk

He joined plant hunting expeditions to the Alps and 
Dolomites with alpine nurseryman Paul Ingwersen. 
“It was absolutely great. I learnt a lot and it fired 
my enthusiasm for growing alpines, but as the 
years have gone by I’ve moved from alpines to more 
catholic tastes – shrubs, bulbs, small trees.”

Wildlife also informs the couple’s gardening 
choices; Margaret is vice-chair of the Hertfordshire 
and Middlesex branch of Butterfly Conservation 
and the garden’s early-flowering bulbs form a 
vital source of nectar for bees, hoverflies and 
butterflies emerging on warmer days. They grow 
garlic mustard (also known as jack-by-the-hedge) 
for orange tips; holly and ivy for holly blues; and 

Above Old terracotta 
strawberry pots add an 
extra note of interest to 
snowdrop borders. 
Top right Iris ‘Katharine 
Hodgkin’ pokes out from 
Ophiopogon planiscapus 
‘Nigrescens’. 
Above right Hamamelis 
‘Pallida’ is one of the 
best yellow witch hazels.


